
What should I already know? 

• The names of some key rivers around the 
world including the Thames and the Nile. 

• The water cycle and where our water 
comes from.   

Diagrams 

 

Vocabulary 

confluence where two rivers join and become a larger river 

course the channel along which the river flows  

current  a steady and continuous flowing movement of some of 
the water in a river, lake, or sea  

delta an area of low land where a river splits and spreads out 
into several branches before entering the sea  

deposition when a substance has been left somewhere as a result 
of a process  

erosion  the gradual destruction and removal of rock or soil in a 
particular area by rivers, the sea, or the weather  

estuary the wide part of a river where it joins the sea  

meander  a large bend in a river  

mouth  where a river flows into the sea  

source where something comes from  

spring a natural outflow of ground water  

tributary  a stream or river that flows into a larger one  

 

Water cycle 
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Topic: Raging Waters– Rivers Year: 5 Strand: Human and Physical Geography 

Geographical skills and fieldwork 

• Use the index in atlases to find rivers. 
• Label maps to show where rivers are located. 
• Complete a table to show the length of different    

rivers. 
• Describe a river using the correct terminology. 
• Describe how oxbow lakes are formed because of 

erosion and deposition.  
• Explain how erosion and deposition have an effect on 

meanders and deltas.   

How do we use rivers? 

Leisure e.g. 
fishing  

Controlled population of fish + 

May leave litter and pollute the water - 

Industry 
e.g.         
factories  

Sections of rivers maintained + 

Chemicals pollute the water and         
habitats 

- 

Conservation and education about local 
wildlife 

Tourism 
e.g. walking 
routes  

+ 

Too many people near wildlife habitats - 


